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the inside account of how frank lorenzo took over a sputtering airlines and flew it into the ground with
access to the major players the guarded lorenzo and his inner circle former eastern airlines president
frank borman peter ueberroth and union boss charlie bryan author aaron bernstein explains how lorenzo
brought a corporate raider s mentality to running a business and how its failure marked a watershed in the
1980s age of greed lessons in business and life from the executive who helped shape the modern airline
industry frank lorenzo is the epitome of the american dream a first generation american and entrepreneur
lorenzo started an airline advisory business in his mid twenties based on little more than bravado and
ultimately rose to control the largest fleet of airplanes in the free world flying for peanuts recounts
how lorenzo grew his empire from nothing and helped shape the airline industry as we know it flying for
peanuts explains how the son of spanish immigrants put himself through columbia college by driving a coca
cola truck and then grew the fledgling advisory into ownership of texas international airlines at tia he
fought through the industry s transformation in part by introducing the new low cost model for fares that
are a major part of the industry today from there through a series of shrewd moves and a hostile takeover
lorenzo became ceo of continental airlines a large loss making west coast airline at the time this airline
business memoir gives a play by play of the high stakes negotiations that got lorenzo there including
faceoffs with carl icahn and a chapter devoted to selling the eastern airlines shuttle to donald trump
soon to become the doomed trump shuttle it details lorenzo s competition with upstarts like southwest
airlines and the clashes with unions that led fortune s to name him one of america s toughest bosses along
with accolades from his employees along the way lorenzo highlights the strategies and tactics that
propelled his growth flying for peanuts is a compelling read for anyone interested in the american airline
industry and anyone wanting to apply a trailblazing executive s lessons for their own career success the
story of the 686 day strike in which a rank and file resistance by machinists prevented eastern s union
busting onslaught from becoming the road to a profitable nonunion airline twenty five profiles of airline
pioneers presents an alphabetically arranged reference to the history of business and industry in the
united states includes selected primary source documents eastern air lines began in 1926 when aviation
pioneer harold pitcairn started the first carrier air mail route from new york to atlanta under his
company pitcairn aviation clement keys of national air transport bought the company in 1929 changed the
name to eastern air transport and began passenger service the next year on daily round trips between new
york and richmond the growing airline was purchased by general motors and became eastern air lines in 1934
world war i flying ace edward v rickenbacker purchased the airline four years later and led it to become
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by the 1950s the most profitable airline in the united states former astronaut frank borman became
president of eastern in 1975 and tried to manage the airline through deregulation labor union conflict and
heavy debt ending with the sale of eastern to frank lorenzo and texas air in 1986 the airline entered
bankruptcy in march 1989 and ended service in less than two years this detailed history follows eastern
from start to finish studying such corporate decision making as aircraft purchases and route expansions as
well as the personalities that shaped the airline throughout its history david walsh examines the
historically insular unions in the airline industry where the need for cooperation has been heightened in
the era since deregulation guided by organizational theory he analyzes extensive data on pairs of unions
coalitions and the airline union network as a whole finding a complex web of connections drawing on
quantitative data from his network analysis on the historical background and on descriptive case studies
including the eastern airlines strike walsh identifies the possibilities and the limitations of labor
solidarity the flying public airlines and governments will all agree on one date that changed commercial
flying that was september 11 2001 the first edition of aviation law cases laws and related sources
described early consequences of that event particularly compensation of victims and early tightening of
aviation security subsequently laws and regulations affecting all aspects of aviation changed so rapidly
that it became difficult to set a cut off date for the second edition the rapid flow of events made an
update urgent several gaps in the materials of the first edition became evident as the book was used the
authors filled those gaps pruned old materials and added much new material describing not only the later
developments but also evolving economics and flight technology the objective of the case book is to offer
a basic handbook for air law practitioners providing them with a starting point for almost any subject
they may encounter for example a lawyer specializing in liability law will quickly be able to find basic
materials on the international civil aviation organization icao air carrier licensing faa certification
and labor law the book continues to present aviation law from the american point of view thus the book
will be valuable for foreign air lawyers who are guiding foreign airlines in service to the very important
north american pool of air traffic the book also explains the international scene to american air lawyers
so that they may guide their clients who provide foreign service new chapters on liability for cargo
damage and for ground damages have been added and new materials on the legal rights of lessors successors
actual carriers and code shares a chapter on environmental regulation of aviation noise and emissions is
also new all the main subjects listed in the first edition are significantly updated the three authors are
veteran transportation lawyers and continue their activities in this field the purchase of this ebook
edition does not entitle you to receive access to the connected ebook on casebookconnect you will need to
purchase a new print book to get access to the full experience including lifetime access to the online
ebook with highlight annotation and search capabilities plus an outline tool and other helpful resources
mediation the roles of advocate and neutral fourth edition integrates mediation skills and strategies with
theory ethics and practice applications to teach students about legal mediation and how to represent
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clients effectively in the process this book reflects the experience of its authors who are both
professors and practicing legal mediators with decades of experience teaching and resolving cases it
includes all the coverage of mediation found in resolving disputes the survey text as well as material on
negotiation and hybrid processes and additional coverage of mediation most important this book has become
a fully video integrated text as they read students are referred to 65 unique video excerpts embedded in
the text and instantly accessible which show leading mediators applying specific techniques and strategies
to overcome barriers to settlement new to the fourth edition video unique and diverse video excerpts
created expressly for this book and embedded in the text featuring mediators from the u s and around the
world virtual mediation analysis of the special aspects of mediating via zoom based on the experiences of
professional mediators grief and loss new material probing deeply into the psychology of loss and how it
affects settlement decisions odr new readings on online mediation international perspectives and video of
international practitioners based on the authors experience training mediators on five continents
professors and student will benefit from concise content that supports an active experiential class
without sacrificing the deeper knowledge expected in a law school course an informal writing style that
presents actual case examples practical advice and thought provoking questions written for students who
will soon become lawyers representing clients in mediating disputes a practice based approach that helps
students apply concepts including realistic roleplays that facilitate classroom discussion examples of
lawyers taking on roles as informal mediators giving students models of how to apply mediative skills
immediately in their practice airline deregulation is a failure conclude professors dempsey and goetz they
assault the conventional wisdom in this provocative book finding that the airline deregulation act of 1978
championed by a profound political movement which also advocated the deregulation of the bus trucking rail
and pipeline industries failed to achieve the promises of its proponents only now is the full impact of
deregulation being felt airline deregulation has resulted in unprecedented industry concentration
miserable service a deterioration in labor management relations a narrower margin of safety and higher
prices for the consumer this comprehensive book begins by exploring the strategy tactics and egos of the
major airline robber barons including frank lorenzo and carl icahn in separate chapters the strengths
weaknesses and corporate cultures of each of the major airlines are evaluated part two assesses the
political economic and social justifications for new deal regulation of aviation and its deregulation in
the late 1970s part three then addresses the major consequences of deregulation in chapters on
concentration pricing service and safety and part four advances a legislative agenda for solving the
problems that have emerged professors dempsey and goetz advocate a middle course of responsible government
supervision between the dead hand of regulation of the 1930s and the contemporary evil of market darwinism
the book will be of particular interest to airline and airport industry executives government officials
and students and scholars in public policy economics business political science and transportation this
book not only integrates the growing body of research and theory on charismatic leadership but also pushes
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back the frontiers of our knowledge by introducing new theories and insights the authors present a
comprehensive model of the charismatic leadership process the model is documented by extensive empirical
research and richly illustrated with case examples of corporate leaders first published in 2004 volume ii
provides the hard facts and the history behind the headlines significant 20th century events in the
evolution of all aspects of business and commerce are described in chronologically arranged articles the
text of each article is divided into two sections summary of the event describes the event itself and the
circumstances leading up to it and impact of the event analyzes the influence of the event on the
evolution of business practice or on a major industry in both the short and long terms each article
concludes with a fully annotated bibliography unlike studies that examine only what is said and done at
the negotiation table the art of bargaining looks at the context in which negotiation takes place and
shows why some of the most critical decisions about bargaining are made even before the parties sit down
to talk in this updated paperback edition of a rich readable and authoritative fortune book wall street
journal reporter petzinger tells the dramatic story of how a dozen men including robert crandall of
american airlines frank borman of eastern and richard ferris of united battled for control of the world s
airlines a guide to negotiating written for a broad audience it walks the reader through the world of
negotiating step by step including the macro and micro processes of negotiations the importance of
adequate preparation knowledge of the rules and the role and usefulness of a mediator from meeting charles
lindbergh at pan am back in the 60s up till the megamerger of united airlines with continental airlines in
the mid 2000s jim has seen the rapid growth of the airline industry firsthand from the jet era inception
with the boeing 707 to the historic introduction of the 747 which he witnessed himself right up to the 787
introduced by united he has been on a wild roller coaster ride that took him from pan am to eastern
airlines to american airlines to continental and finally to united its a ride he hopes will capture the
readers interest and take them to exciting places never witnessed before one of the advertising world s
all time greats the first woman president of an advertising agency and the first woman ceo of a company on
the new york stock exchange tells her riveting story 36 photos includes history of bills and resolutions
the purpose of this book is twofold first it lays out the forces that shaped the international aviation
industry and that changed all the rules in the drive for liberalization second it looks at the many
interesting and difficult choices ahead that the airline industry in general and the international
aviation industry in particular face these choices include many dichotomies pulling back from the trend
toward liberalization or embracing the liberalization trend merging in search of profitability or
fragmenting the industry in search of economies these possible futures are explored including the pros and
cons of each future from a national consumer employer and employee perspective as with the previous two
editions evolution of international aviation reviews the historical development of the international
aviation system from this foundation it then provides an updated and expanded account of the current state
of the aviation and aerospace industry including profitability consolidation and merger activity new to
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this edition the book broadens the coverage of the industry segments airlines air cargo and manufacturing
to include the emerging commercial space sector it also emphasizes the relationship between aviation and
the political process exploring the sustainability of this mode of transportation in a world of climate
change high oil prices and political instability because this book is intended for both the interested
amateur and the more serious student references are provided in the text and at the end of each chapter to
allow for further in depth study the third edition also adds to each chapter a set of learning objectives
and a concluding series of questions for discussion when investment professional kent mccarthy returned to
teach at his alma mater the university of kansas he planted the seeds for the applied portfolio management
apm program a course that allows students to manage a real money portfolio which has compiled a remarkable
record of investment success now with this book you ll discover how to use the concepts covered in this
class from understanding the fundamental drivers of business success to buying at the right price to
enhance your own investment skills hornstein s book is a breakthrough for the leadership required to build
healthy organizations his formula the three r s reward respect and recognition reflect 30 years of real
world case studies from actual enterprise consulting assignments a collection of 14 papers by johnston and
other scholars whereas many organizational communication texts address internal communication processes
few consider the efforts that companies expend to communicate with external stakeholders likewise many
texts that concentrate on public relations or advertising consider external communication but fail to give
attention to internal communication combining both points of view this text explains how an entire
organization operates through enactments of personnel and external stakeholders central to this book is a
concern for meaning and its influence on the performance of jobs in response to expectations of co workers
and external publics the concept of narrative is used to explain how individual and organization
performance is the expression of personae that are best when enacted jointly in varying degrees of
coordination to satisfy mutual performance expectations narrative explains the power of organizational
meaning interpersonal contacts group performance stakeholder negotiation and internal and external
organizational zones of meaning assumptions that are shared by people who enact an organization through
coordinated efforts



Grounded 1999 the inside account of how frank lorenzo took over a sputtering airlines and flew it into the
ground with access to the major players the guarded lorenzo and his inner circle former eastern airlines
president frank borman peter ueberroth and union boss charlie bryan author aaron bernstein explains how
lorenzo brought a corporate raider s mentality to running a business and how its failure marked a
watershed in the 1980s age of greed
Flying for Peanuts 2024-09-10 lessons in business and life from the executive who helped shape the modern
airline industry frank lorenzo is the epitome of the american dream a first generation american and
entrepreneur lorenzo started an airline advisory business in his mid twenties based on little more than
bravado and ultimately rose to control the largest fleet of airplanes in the free world flying for peanuts
recounts how lorenzo grew his empire from nothing and helped shape the airline industry as we know it
flying for peanuts explains how the son of spanish immigrants put himself through columbia college by
driving a coca cola truck and then grew the fledgling advisory into ownership of texas international
airlines at tia he fought through the industry s transformation in part by introducing the new low cost
model for fares that are a major part of the industry today from there through a series of shrewd moves
and a hostile takeover lorenzo became ceo of continental airlines a large loss making west coast airline
at the time this airline business memoir gives a play by play of the high stakes negotiations that got
lorenzo there including faceoffs with carl icahn and a chapter devoted to selling the eastern airlines
shuttle to donald trump soon to become the doomed trump shuttle it details lorenzo s competition with
upstarts like southwest airlines and the clashes with unions that led fortune s to name him one of america
s toughest bosses along with accolades from his employees along the way lorenzo highlights the strategies
and tactics that propelled his growth flying for peanuts is a compelling read for anyone interested in the
american airline industry and anyone wanting to apply a trailblazing executive s lessons for their own
career success
The Eastern Airlines Strike 1991 the story of the 686 day strike in which a rank and file resistance by
machinists prevented eastern s union busting onslaught from becoming the road to a profitable nonunion
airline
To Amend the Bankruptcy Code 1990 twenty five profiles of airline pioneers
REBEL & REFORMER OF AIRWAYS 1987 presents an alphabetically arranged reference to the history of business
and industry in the united states includes selected primary source documents
Encyclopedia of American Business History 2014-05-14 eastern air lines began in 1926 when aviation pioneer
harold pitcairn started the first carrier air mail route from new york to atlanta under his company
pitcairn aviation clement keys of national air transport bought the company in 1929 changed the name to
eastern air transport and began passenger service the next year on daily round trips between new york and
richmond the growing airline was purchased by general motors and became eastern air lines in 1934 world
war i flying ace edward v rickenbacker purchased the airline four years later and led it to become by the



1950s the most profitable airline in the united states former astronaut frank borman became president of
eastern in 1975 and tried to manage the airline through deregulation labor union conflict and heavy debt
ending with the sale of eastern to frank lorenzo and texas air in 1986 the airline entered bankruptcy in
march 1989 and ended service in less than two years this detailed history follows eastern from start to
finish studying such corporate decision making as aircraft purchases and route expansions as well as the
personalities that shaped the airline throughout its history
Hostile Takeovers 1987 david walsh examines the historically insular unions in the airline industry where
the need for cooperation has been heightened in the era since deregulation guided by organizational theory
he analyzes extensive data on pairs of unions coalitions and the airline union network as a whole finding
a complex web of connections drawing on quantitative data from his network analysis on the historical
background and on descriptive case studies including the eastern airlines strike walsh identifies the
possibilities and the limitations of labor solidarity
Princeton Alumni Weekly 1990 the flying public airlines and governments will all agree on one date that
changed commercial flying that was september 11 2001 the first edition of aviation law cases laws and
related sources described early consequences of that event particularly compensation of victims and early
tightening of aviation security subsequently laws and regulations affecting all aspects of aviation
changed so rapidly that it became difficult to set a cut off date for the second edition the rapid flow of
events made an update urgent several gaps in the materials of the first edition became evident as the book
was used the authors filled those gaps pruned old materials and added much new material describing not
only the later developments but also evolving economics and flight technology the objective of the case
book is to offer a basic handbook for air law practitioners providing them with a starting point for
almost any subject they may encounter for example a lawyer specializing in liability law will quickly be
able to find basic materials on the international civil aviation organization icao air carrier licensing
faa certification and labor law the book continues to present aviation law from the american point of view
thus the book will be valuable for foreign air lawyers who are guiding foreign airlines in service to the
very important north american pool of air traffic the book also explains the international scene to
american air lawyers so that they may guide their clients who provide foreign service new chapters on
liability for cargo damage and for ground damages have been added and new materials on the legal rights of
lessors successors actual carriers and code shares a chapter on environmental regulation of aviation noise
and emissions is also new all the main subjects listed in the first edition are significantly updated the
three authors are veteran transportation lawyers and continue their activities in this field
Eastern Air Lines 2013-10-15 the purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle you to receive access to
the connected ebook on casebookconnect you will need to purchase a new print book to get access to the
full experience including lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight annotation and search
capabilities plus an outline tool and other helpful resources mediation the roles of advocate and neutral



fourth edition integrates mediation skills and strategies with theory ethics and practice applications to
teach students about legal mediation and how to represent clients effectively in the process this book
reflects the experience of its authors who are both professors and practicing legal mediators with decades
of experience teaching and resolving cases it includes all the coverage of mediation found in resolving
disputes the survey text as well as material on negotiation and hybrid processes and additional coverage
of mediation most important this book has become a fully video integrated text as they read students are
referred to 65 unique video excerpts embedded in the text and instantly accessible which show leading
mediators applying specific techniques and strategies to overcome barriers to settlement new to the fourth
edition video unique and diverse video excerpts created expressly for this book and embedded in the text
featuring mediators from the u s and around the world virtual mediation analysis of the special aspects of
mediating via zoom based on the experiences of professional mediators grief and loss new material probing
deeply into the psychology of loss and how it affects settlement decisions odr new readings on online
mediation international perspectives and video of international practitioners based on the authors
experience training mediators on five continents professors and student will benefit from concise content
that supports an active experiential class without sacrificing the deeper knowledge expected in a law
school course an informal writing style that presents actual case examples practical advice and thought
provoking questions written for students who will soon become lawyers representing clients in mediating
disputes a practice based approach that helps students apply concepts including realistic roleplays that
facilitate classroom discussion examples of lawyers taking on roles as informal mediators giving students
models of how to apply mediative skills immediately in their practice
On Different Planes 2018-05-31 airline deregulation is a failure conclude professors dempsey and goetz
they assault the conventional wisdom in this provocative book finding that the airline deregulation act of
1978 championed by a profound political movement which also advocated the deregulation of the bus trucking
rail and pipeline industries failed to achieve the promises of its proponents only now is the full impact
of deregulation being felt airline deregulation has resulted in unprecedented industry concentration
miserable service a deterioration in labor management relations a narrower margin of safety and higher
prices for the consumer this comprehensive book begins by exploring the strategy tactics and egos of the
major airline robber barons including frank lorenzo and carl icahn in separate chapters the strengths
weaknesses and corporate cultures of each of the major airlines are evaluated part two assesses the
political economic and social justifications for new deal regulation of aviation and its deregulation in
the late 1970s part three then addresses the major consequences of deregulation in chapters on
concentration pricing service and safety and part four advances a legislative agenda for solving the
problems that have emerged professors dempsey and goetz advocate a middle course of responsible government
supervision between the dead hand of regulation of the 1930s and the contemporary evil of market darwinism
the book will be of particular interest to airline and airport industry executives government officials



and students and scholars in public policy economics business political science and transportation
Hearing on the Impact of Deregulation on the American Workers 1987 this book not only integrates the
growing body of research and theory on charismatic leadership but also pushes back the frontiers of our
knowledge by introducing new theories and insights the authors present a comprehensive model of the
charismatic leadership process the model is documented by extensive empirical research and richly
illustrated with case examples of corporate leaders
The Place of Emotion in Argument 2010-11-01 first published in 2004 volume ii provides the hard facts and
the history behind the headlines significant 20th century events in the evolution of all aspects of
business and commerce are described in chronologically arranged articles the text of each article is
divided into two sections summary of the event describes the event itself and the circumstances leading up
to it and impact of the event analyzes the influence of the event on the evolution of business practice or
on a major industry in both the short and long terms each article concludes with a fully annotated
bibliography
Aviation Law: Cases, Laws and Related Sources 2012-06-07 unlike studies that examine only what is said and
done at the negotiation table the art of bargaining looks at the context in which negotiation takes place
and shows why some of the most critical decisions about bargaining are made even before the parties sit
down to talk
Mediation 2021-09-14 in this updated paperback edition of a rich readable and authoritative fortune book
wall street journal reporter petzinger tells the dramatic story of how a dozen men including robert
crandall of american airlines frank borman of eastern and richard ferris of united battled for control of
the world s airlines
Preventing Replacement of Economic Strikers 1990 a guide to negotiating written for a broad audience it
walks the reader through the world of negotiating step by step including the macro and micro processes of
negotiations the importance of adequate preparation knowledge of the rules and the role and usefulness of
a mediator
Airline Deregulation and Laissez-Faire Mythology 1992-09-08 from meeting charles lindbergh at pan am back
in the 60s up till the megamerger of united airlines with continental airlines in the mid 2000s jim has
seen the rapid growth of the airline industry firsthand from the jet era inception with the boeing 707 to
the historic introduction of the 747 which he witnessed himself right up to the 787 introduced by united
he has been on a wild roller coaster ride that took him from pan am to eastern airlines to american
airlines to continental and finally to united its a ride he hopes will capture the readers interest and
take them to exciting places never witnessed before
Charismatic Leadership in Organizations 1998-07-15 one of the advertising world s all time greats the
first woman president of an advertising agency and the first woman ceo of a company on the new york stock
exchange tells her riveting story 36 photos



Chronology of Twentieth-Century History: Business and Commerce 2014-04-23 includes history of bills and
resolutions
The Art of Bargaining 1996-02-09 the purpose of this book is twofold first it lays out the forces that
shaped the international aviation industry and that changed all the rules in the drive for liberalization
second it looks at the many interesting and difficult choices ahead that the airline industry in general
and the international aviation industry in particular face these choices include many dichotomies pulling
back from the trend toward liberalization or embracing the liberalization trend merging in search of
profitability or fragmenting the industry in search of economies these possible futures are explored
including the pros and cons of each future from a national consumer employer and employee perspective as
with the previous two editions evolution of international aviation reviews the historical development of
the international aviation system from this foundation it then provides an updated and expanded account of
the current state of the aviation and aerospace industry including profitability consolidation and merger
activity new to this edition the book broadens the coverage of the industry segments airlines air cargo
and manufacturing to include the emerging commercial space sector it also emphasizes the relationship
between aviation and the political process exploring the sustainability of this mode of transportation in
a world of climate change high oil prices and political instability because this book is intended for both
the interested amateur and the more serious student references are provided in the text and at the end of
each chapter to allow for further in depth study the third edition also adds to each chapter a set of
learning objectives and a concluding series of questions for discussion
The Wall Street Journal 1989 when investment professional kent mccarthy returned to teach at his alma
mater the university of kansas he planted the seeds for the applied portfolio management apm program a
course that allows students to manage a real money portfolio which has compiled a remarkable record of
investment success now with this book you ll discover how to use the concepts covered in this class from
understanding the fundamental drivers of business success to buying at the right price to enhance your own
investment skills
Hard Landing 2010-12-01 hornstein s book is a breakthrough for the leadership required to build healthy
organizations his formula the three r s reward respect and recognition reflect 30 years of real world case
studies from actual enterprise consulting assignments
The Negotiation Handbook 2000-11-30 a collection of 14 papers by johnston and other scholars
Solidarity 1988 whereas many organizational communication texts address internal communication processes
few consider the efforts that companies expend to communicate with external stakeholders likewise many
texts that concentrate on public relations or advertising consider external communication but fail to give
attention to internal communication combining both points of view this text explains how an entire
organization operates through enactments of personnel and external stakeholders central to this book is a
concern for meaning and its influence on the performance of jobs in response to expectations of co workers



and external publics the concept of narrative is used to explain how individual and organization
performance is the expression of personae that are best when enacted jointly in varying degrees of
coordination to satisfy mutual performance expectations narrative explains the power of organizational
meaning interpersonal contacts group performance stakeholder negotiation and internal and external
organizational zones of meaning assumptions that are shared by people who enact an organization through
coordinated efforts
Expanding the Scope of Collective Bargaining 1989
Up, Up, and Gone! 2016-11-30
A Big Life In Advertising 2003-05-06
Congressional Record Index 1989
Mergers and Competition in the Airline Industry 1987
The Practice of "salting" and Its Impact on Small Business 1997
Maintenance at Eastern Airlines 1988
Evolution of International Aviation 2016-04-15
U.S. Labor Law and the Future of Labor-management Cooperation 1989
Applied Portfolio Management 2008-03-31
The Haves and the Have Nots 2003
Entrepreneurial Management and Public Policy 2000
Tax Policy Aspects of Mergers and Acquisitions 1989
Forum for Applied Research and Public Policy 1988
Management of Corporate Communication 2020-07-24
Oversight Hearing on Effect of Bankruptcy Actions on the Stability of Labor-management Relations and the
Preservation of Labor Standards 1984
Current Condition of Eastern Air Lines and the Prospects of Its Restoration as a Major Carrier 1989
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